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IMPACT POINTS
This report identifies and quantifies the value of the Certified Investment
Management Analyst® (CIMA) certification to financial advisors, team practices, and
clients. The analysis, commissioned by the Investments & Wealth Institute™
(formerly known as IMCA), is based on an Aite Group financial advisor survey fielded
between April and May 2017 to two distinct advisor groups: CIMA professionals and
a separate group of financial advisors who work primarily with individuals and
families. The CIMA survey gathered input from 436 advisors, including 104 with a
CIMA certification.
Approximately 43% of the advisor population with neither CIMA nor Certified
Private Wealth Advisor™ (CPWA) certification has at least two designations, while
the majority of CIMA professionals are more likely to have an additional designation
(81% have at least two designations).
Of five prominent designations held by financial advisors, the CIMA certification is
rated the most worthwhile investment of time and effort. Fifty-four percent of CIMA
designees, compared to 51% of Certified Financial Planner (CFP) and CPWA
professionals, strongly agree that obtaining their respective certifications was worth
their time and effort.
The financial advisors who are members of CIMA practices (defined as having at
least one practice member with a CIMA certification) report earning a higher annual
income compared to financial advisors who are members of practices with no CIMA
certification. Twelve percent of advisors at CIMA practices earn more than
US$380,000, while 3% of advisors at practices with no CIMA designation do the
same—a significant difference.
CIMA practices report higher revenue growth over a five-year period than do nonCIMA practices. Twenty-six percent of practices that have at least one CIMA
professional report more than 10% revenue growth over the last five years,
compared to 18% of practices with no CIMA members.
Sixty percent of advisors surveyed are satisfied with their careers. CIMA
professionals show more satisfaction with their careers than do advisors who lack
CIMA or CPWA certifications; over 40% of CIMA professionals surveyed indicate that
they are very satisfied with their careers, whereas 21% of non-CIMA financial
advisors say the same.
Surveyed financial advisors with no CIMA designation associate themselves most
with an investment management firm, followed closely by a financial planning firm
and then by a wealth management firm. The majority of CIMA practices identify
themselves as a financial planning firm, followed by an investment manager and
wealth manager.
The average CIMA practice manages US$385 million in client assets and generates
US$1.9 million in revenue. Team practices generate more assets per client than do
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other practices. CIMA professionals in solo practices generate about five times the
assets per client than do other advisor practices.
CIMA practices’ mean assets per client is nearly three times that of non-CIMA
practices, and revenue generated over the last 12 months is almost 25% higher for
those practices with CIMA professionals than for other financial advisors.
Financial advisor team practices with no CIMA team members manage more of their
clients’ investments on an advisor-directed or discretionary model, whereas CIMA
practices manage more of their clients’ investments on a nondiscretionary basis.
CIMA practices tend to partner with their clients to help them make the right
investment decisions. General advisor practices invest in annuities, mutual funds,
and individual stocks, whereas CIMA practices invest more of their clients’
investments in mutual funds, individual securities, and exchange-traded funds
(ETFs).
Thirty-one percent of interviewed advisors without a CIMA designation are familiar
with the CIMA designation. In contrast, another 21% are not familiar at all with the
designation. Of those financial advisors who do not have a CIMA designation but are
familiar with it and are not currently working on obtaining it, 36% will possibly start
working toward a CIMA certification. The top reason is that they want to advance in
their career and expand career options, followed by being able to convey to clients
the practice’s expertise with managing investments.
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INTRODUCTION
Financial advisors can differentiate themselves through academic training and credentials. There
are many designations to choose from, each with its own focus and benefits. This report looks at
the value of CIMA certification to team practices, advisors, and clients. It compares CIMA
professionals to advisors and practices without a CIMA certification. The CIMA designation is not
widely held across financial advisors (slightly more than 7,500 professionals hold the
designation) but presents significant benefits to financial advisory practices. The CIMA
designation is owned and administered by the Investments & Wealth Institute (formerly IMCA),
which is a professional association, advanced education provider, and certification board for
financial advisors, investment consultants, and wealth managers who continuously strive for
excellence and hold themselves to the highest ethical standards. CIMA certification is one of two
certifications offered by the Investments & Wealth Institute—the other certification is the
CPWA. CIMA certification enhances advisors’ skills to build and manage effective investment
1
portfolios that align with clients’ investment objectives and life goals.
Aite Group was commissioned to identify and quantify the value of CIMA certification to
practices, advisors, and clients in Q2 2017. This report presents the findings of Aite Group’s
independent analysis comparing CIMA professionals and CIMA practices to advisors and
practices without a CIMA certification. Quantitative metrics used for the comparisons include
the following:
Financial advisor income and compensation model
Practice revenue, clients, and assets
Target client segment
Share of investment wallet
The report also shares the views of CIMA professionals on the contribution of CIMA certification
to their practices, including their investment management knowledge and their confidence with
offering investment management services to clients.

T H E C I MA C E RT IF I C AT I O N PR O C E SS
Obtaining CIMA certification is a rigorous undertaking. Completing the CIMA certification
process typically takes nine to 14 months. It involves four requirements: an experience
requirement, an ethics requirement, an examination requirement, and completion of an
executive education requirement offered by a top-tier business school—currently the University
of Chicago Booth School of Business, the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, the
1. Investment & Wealth Institute is a service mark of Investment Management Consultants Association
Inc. doing business as Investments & Wealth Institute. CIMA, Certified Investment Management
Analyst, CIMC, CPWA, and Certified Private Wealth Advisor are registered certification marks of
Investment Management Consultants Association Inc. doing business as Investments & Wealth
Institute.
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Yale School of Management, or the Investment Management Research Program of the University
of Technology—Sydney.
To maintain their certification, CIMA professionals are required to earn and report 40 hours of
acceptable continuing education credit over a two-year period, including two hours in the field
of ethics.

M E T H O D O LO GY
The research findings in this Impact Report are based on an online Aite Group survey that was
fielded between April and May 2017. A total of 436 advisors qualified to participate in the study
by indicating that they primarily serve individual and family clients.
Two distinct groups of financial advisors participated:
Forty-three professionals with CIMA certification were contacted by Investment &
Wealth Institute.
Three hundred sixty-nine financial advisors participated from several established
online research panels, representing the general U.S. financial advisor population. Of
this group, 61 have the CIMA certification. Participants in the research who hold a
CPWA certification but not a CIMA are not included in the analysis.
Throughout the report, comparisons are made between advisors with a CIMA certification and
those with neither a CIMA nor a CPWA. The latter group is referred to as “other advisors (nonCIMA).” When comparing the groups, statistical tests of significance were conducted at either
the 95% level of confidence or the 90% level of confidence, depending on the sizes of the
samples being compared.
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CONCLUSION
Wealth management firms are engaging different business models to attract a broader segment
of the market that ranges from the mass market to ultra-high-net-worth individuals. Some firms
are moving upmarket to service wealthier individuals. Those firms already in the upper end of
the scale target existing clients and work toward reaching the less affluent. Aite Group believes
that firms will need to focus on a number of action items going forward:
Focus on advisor education and invest in designations that are relevant to service
investors’ needs. Wealth management firms wanting to diversify in terms of advice
they offer to clients should encourage advisors to obtain additional certifications.
The CIMA certification will impact advisors’ knowledge of investment management,
their confidence with offering investment advice, and their confidence with
managing investments, and will help advisors obtain more trust from clients.
Successful advisory practices that focus on adding financial planning to the
repertoire of services will be at an advantage over other firms. Obtaining the CIMA
certification will enhance the knowledge of this practice.
Reorganizing the service team structure is a priority for many wealth management
organizations. In order to generate more assets and higher revenue, firms should
consider forming teams with the appropriate skill sets. Adding CIMA professionals is
a clear strategy to achieve this goal.
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ABOUT AITE GROU P
Aite Group is a global research and advisory firm delivering comprehensive, actionable advice on
business, technology, and regulatory issues and their impact on the financial services industry.
With expertise in banking, payments, insurance, wealth management, and the capital markets,
we guide financial institutions, technology providers, and consulting firms worldwide. We
partner with our clients, revealing their blind spots and delivering insights to make their
businesses smarter and stronger. Visit us on the web and connect with us on Twitter and
LinkedIn.
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